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Set in the South Carolina Lowcountry and packed with Southern charm and memorable
characters, Her Sister’s Shoes is the story of three sisters—Samantha, Jackie, and Faith—who
struggle to balance the demands of career and family while remaining true to
themselves.Samantha Sweeney has always been the glue that holds her family together, their
go-to girl for love and support. When an ATV accident leaves her teenage son in a wheelchair,
she loses her carefully constructed self-control.In the after-gloom of her dreaded fiftieth birthday
and the discovery of her husband’s infidelity, Jackie realizes she must reconnect with her former
self to find the happiness she needs to move forward. Faith lacks the courage to stand up to her
abusive husband. She turns to her sisters for help, placing all their lives at risk.In the midst of
their individual challenges, the Sweeney sisters must cope with their mother’s mental decline. Is
Lovie in the early stages of Alzheimer’s, or is her odd behavior normal for a woman her age? No
one, including Lovie, understands her obsession with a rusty key she wears around her neck.
For fans of Dorothea Benton Frank, Her Sister’s Shoes is a contemporary women’s novel that
explores and proves the healing power of family.

About the AuthorAshley Farley is a wife and mother of two college-aged children. She grew up in
the salty marshes of South Carolina, but now lives in Richmond, Virginia, a city she loves for its
history and traditions. After her brother died in 1999 of an accidental overdose, she turned to
writing as a way of releasing her pent-up emotions. She wrote SAVING BEN in honor of Neal,
the boy she worshipped, the man she could not save. SAVING BEN is not a memoir, but a story
about the special bond between siblings. When she's not working on her next novel, she can be
found book blogging at www.chroniclesofavidreaders.com
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Debbie Haupt-The Reading Frenzy, “A great series debut with interesting characters and a great
storyline. Her Sister’s ShoesSweeney Sisters #1Ashley FarleyBook 1 in Ashely Farley’s Sweeny
Sisters series has something for everyone, romance, suspense, family drama and simply a
wonderful piece of contemporary fiction/ women’s fiction. Set in the South Carolina Lowcountry
the sisters Jackie, Sam and Faith each have life altering decisions to make and many people will
be hurt if they make the wrong one, including their mother Lovie’s sudden declining mental
health.From a distance it looks like eldest sister Jackie leads a charmed life, married to a
successful surgeon and mother to twin teenaged boys, but if you look closely you can see the
cracks. Her boys no longer need her and she just learned her husband is having an affair. Is her
marriage worth saving and more importantly does she want to save it?Middle sister, single mom
Sam has a lot on her plate. She’s banking on the grand re-opening of the family’s business
Sweeny’s Seafood to be a success and worried about the future of her once vibrant teenaged
son, now disabled from the ATV accident that killed his best friend. She’s at her wits end about
what to do to bring her old son back.Youngest sister Faith has the most to hide, married to an
abusive crook of a husband she’s got to keep the wool over her family’s eyes to Curtis’s
despicable behavior but most important she has to protect her young innocent daughter
Bitzy.Kick off your shoes, settle on the front porch swing and sip your sweet tea because this
timely family tale will keep reader/listener’s interest from page one until the OMG ending rooting
for the sister’s when they need encouragement and giving them a virtual kick in the butt when
they need that too. The secondary characters are also wonderful making this a Lowcountry
unputdownable novel. Fans of Karen White and Dorothea Benton Frank will eat this
up.NarrationThe narration by Tanya Eby is fantastic she does a good job on all the male and
female voices and puts the right amount of emotion into every word.”

michael fanale, “her sisters shoes. Easy read, reminding people to cherish home towns and
family. Everything that comes with those things love,caring, and friendship. Small towns have
lots of gossip but seem to pull together when it counts”

Betty Dishman, “Great story!. This story definitely goes from one’s sisters issues in her life to
another sisters. But the best of all they stick together.”

Libby Lefler, “Drama and sister squabbles define a good read. This first book in a series had the
drama of family love and conflict mixed with some real aspects of personal growth and
development. Ms Farley captured the differences in personality of the three sisters, plus the
heartbreak of watching their devoted mother slip into the first stages of dementia. As the third of
three sisters myself, I recognized the birth order complications of these women and the burdens
those positions hold. I look forward to reading more from this talented author.”



Darlene @ Peeking Between the Pages, “Wonderful story. Originally published on: http://
www.peekingbetweenthepages.com/2015/06/her-sisters-shoes-by-ashley-farley-rafflecopter-
giveaway-uscanada.htmlHer Sister’s Shoes by Ashley Farley was such a great read for me and I
literally flew through the pages of this book. This is the kind of book that makes you want to curl
up in your favorite chair and read all day. Set in the Lowcountry of South Carolina, Her Sister’s
Shoes is a beautiful story of the love, loyalty, and healing power of family.The novel is told
through sisters Samantha, Jackie, and Faith. They are all very different from each other but all
agree that Sam is the one who holds their family together at all times.What happens though
when that person hits their limit and can’t deal with another thing. That’s where Sam finds
herself. She’s a single mom, her son is in a wheelchair, and life and Sam’s sense of self are
spiraling out of control.Jackie is the oldest sister and she’s always held herself at a distance from
everyone including her own husband and sons. Then something happens that makes Jackie
take a hard look at who she has become and she finds that she doesn’t like that person at all.
She’s been so self-absorbed and she hopes that she’ll have a chance to make it up to
everyone.Faith is the youngest sister and in an abusive relationship with an out-of-control jerk.
When she finally shares her troubles with Sam she of course wants only to help Faith. However
in doing that Faith puts her whole family in danger and that’s one thing she can’t live with.On top
of it all it appears that their mother Lovie is showing signs of Alzheimer’s and now the sisters
have to figure out what’s best for their mother. With everything else going on in their lives the
sisters are overwhelmed with this and obviously can’t agree on what to do.I really enjoyed this
book. I liked all of the sisters and could easily see sitting down with a tall glass is iced tea with
any of them. All of the sisters had struggles but they were all able to look inside themselves and
try to put themselves into the others shoes and and move forward. The message: until you’ve
walked in another person’s shoes you can’t really place judgement – you just have to be patient,
understanding, and do the best you can to help.Her Sister’s Shoes is a wonderful story of the
deep love of family that I thoroughly enjoyed. For fans of women’s fiction this is one you don’t
want to miss. Highly recommended!”

Mary Ellen Anglin, “A Feel Good Story. It had everything needed to make you feel good, sad, and
everything inbetween. A family sharing love and hardships but coming together to conquer their
adversities.  Wold recommend to my friends.”

LisaM1262, “interesting, breezy summer read. Always on the lookout for books about sisters
with intertwined plots, this book did the job and drew me in right away. Unfolding the past and
present stories of the Sweeney sisters, Farley tells a story about the importance of prioritizing
people over things, and the resilience of family love.”

Eileen Dick, “More Please Ashely Farley!. Absolutely loved it!! New author for me, but I am a big
fan of "southern" fiction - even though I am a London lady and live in Spain - I love stories about



small town America, Fannie Flagg, Bettie Lee Crosby,Dayna Dunbar, Billie Letss etc, and this is
right up my street! I loved getting to know each of the characters, and the entanglements, and
the closeness of family. More please!”

Mr. N. Duncan, “Her sisters shoes. Loved this book once I started reading her sisters
shoes(Sweeny sisters book 1) I couldn't put it downI would recommend this book xx”

MED2512, “Enjoyable. Enjoyed this book and found it an easy to read novel about 3 sisters and
there families. Have now bought the second book on the series and looking forward to reading
more about the characters.”

Georgiedog, “Better than usual love stories. The ending is usual love story but very good story
on the way, touched on serious subjects that happen every family”

Jayne, “What an enjoyable read about 3 sisters & their families .... What an enjoyable read about
3 sisters & their families. Jackie Faith & Sam. All. 3 have some problems but standing together
as a family United sees them through.”

The book by Paris Morris has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,411 people have provided feedback.
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